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ABSTRACT 
We consider (A, BY-invariant subspaces having a Brunovsky basis which can be 
extended to a Brunovsky basis of the whole space. We obtain a geometrical characteri- 
zation of this class of (A, BY-invariant subspaces, and a complete family of numerical 
invariants to classify them. 0 Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For A a square matrix, Gohberg et al. [6] introduce an “interesting class” 
of A-invariant subspaces, which they call “marked’: an A-invariant subspace 
is marked if and only if it has a Jordan basis which can be extended to a 
Jordan basis of the space. The A-marked subspaces have been studied, for 
example, in [2] and [S]. 
Moreover, for (A, B) a pair of matrices, [6], [3] and other works define 
and study the (A, B&invariant subspaces and the (A, Bjf-invariant sub- 
spaces. 
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The question naturally arises of the existence of Bnmovsky bases of those 
subspaces which can be extended to Brunovsky bases of the space. (A basis is 
called a Brunovsky basis if relative to it the matrix has the Brunovsky 
reduced form.) That is to say, we wish to consider (A, B)-marked and 
(A, Bjt-marked subspaces. 
This paper is a geometrical approach to the study of (A, Bit-marked 
subspaces. In fact, following the techniques in [4], we consider linear maps 
f :Y --) X defined only on a subspace of Y of X. Then we say that a subspace 
W c Y is f-invariant if f(W) n Y c W, and among these subspaces we call 
f-marked those having a extendible Brunovsky basis. 
The first goal is a geometrical characterization of the f-marked subspaces. 
In [S], such a characterization has been obtained for f an endomorphism. 
Here, Theorem 5.1 generalizes this result by means of the additional condi- 
tion 
[w nfj-yf-j”(Y))] + Yi = (W + Yi) n [fj-yf-j”(Y)) + Yi] 
foralll ,<i <j. 
The proof of this theorem includes the construction of a Brunovsb basis 
of W and its extension to a Brunowsky basis of f : Y -+ X, provided that the 
above conditions are verified. This explicit construction suggests a condition 
to guarantee the existence of a bijection between these kind of bases for two 
different f-marked subspaces. Thus, the second main result is Theorem 6.1, 
which classifies the (A, Bjt-marked subspaces by means of a complete family 
of numerical invariants. 
Section 2 contains the notation which will be used in the paper. 
In Sections 3 and 4 we present the definition and some generalities of 
( A, B It-invariant and ( A, B jf-marked subspaces respectively. In particular, in 
Section 3.5 we characterize the Bnmovsky invariants of an f-invariant sub- 
space. This result has been proved in [3] by means of matricial techniques. 
Section 5 is devoted to proving Theorem 5.1. 
In Section 6 we define a natural equivalence between (A, B)‘-invariant 
subspaces, and we prove the classification Theorem 6.1. As an application, in 
Section 6.7 we compute the number of nonequivalent f-marked subspaces 
for a fKed linear map f : Y --) X. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
2.1 
X will be an (n + m)-dimensional vector space over the complex num- 
bers d=. 
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If I? is a subset of X, the symbol [ B] will denote the subspace spanned 
by the vectors of B. 
If X 2 E, 3 E, 3 *-- is a chain of subspaces of X, we say that a basis B 
of X is adapted to it if B n Ei is a basis of Ei for all i = 1,2, . . . . 
2.2 
Y c X will be an n-dimensional subspace, and f : Y + X a linear map 
defined on it. In any basis of X adapted to Y c X, the matrix f is a pair 
where A E M,(C) and B E M,,“(C). 
As usual, we will say that two linear maps defined on a subspace, 
f:Y+X andf’:Y’-,X’, are equivalent (or block-similar) if there is an 
isomorphism cp : X + X’ such that cp(Y ) = Y ‘, cp 0 f = f’ 0 G, where $ is 
the restriction of q to Y. It amounts to saying that their respective matrices 
are block-similar. 
2.3 
Following [4], we will consider the stationary chain of subspaces and 
linear maps defined as follows: 
Y, = Y, Y, =f-'(Y,_1), i > 0, 
Y kfl = Y, cYk_, c **. c Y, c Y c x, 
fi : Yi * Yi_l, i > 0, 
where f; is the corresponding restriction of f. We will denote fi simply by f 
if no confusion is possible. 
2.4 
We recall that a complete family of invariants of the equivalence in 
Section 2.2 is formed by: 
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(1) The Kronecker indices (k,, . . . , k,), which can be computed as the 
conjugate partition of (t-r, . . . , rk 1, where 
ri = dimYi_, - dimY. I) i=l ,.*a> k. 
(2) The similarity invariants of the endomorphism 
f k+l . .Y,+, = Y, + Yk 
or equivalently its invariant factors or I a2 ( **I I a,. 
In particular, f : Y * X is observable if and only if Yk = (0). 
2.5 
Also, we recall that a Brunovsky basis off : Y + X is formed by a Jordan 
basis of fk+ 1 : Y, + Yk joint with r so-called Brunousky chains 
Xj>f(“j),*--,fk’(Xj) E Y, l<jdr, 
such that fkl(xl), . . . , fk$xr> are linearly independent. They can be ob- 
tained by taking a Jordan basis of Y, and extending it successively in the 
chain of subspaces *me c Yi c a** by taking images and +ending step by 
step-that is to say, by means of supplementary subspaces Yi (i = k, . . . , 1,O) 
such that 
Yk-, = y, @ yk, 
Y k-2 = Y,_, @ yk-1, i;k-l 3f(Yk)y 
Y = Y, 63 Yl, r, 3f(C), 
X=Yae, Y 3f(YJ. 
3. INVARIANT SUBSPACES UNDER A LINEAR MAP DEFINED 
ON A SUBSPACE 
3.1 
According to [6] [Th eorem 6.6.1, with X = C” X C” and Y = C” = C” 
X {O} C C a X @", so that ker C = f ‘(Y >I and [3], we define: 
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DEFINITION 3.1. Let f : Y + X be a linear map defined on a subspace, 
and W c Y a subspace. We say that W is f-invariant if 
f(W)l-lYcW. 
3.2. Example 
Let f : Y + X be a linear map defined on a subspace. If 
y&j),... ,fk< y) is a full B runovsky chain, then the subspaces generated by 
subchains of the kind fn< y), f”+ ‘( y), . . . , fk- ‘( y) are f-invariant. We will 
see in the next section that these subspaces are in fact “fmarked” subspaces. 
3.3 
Then we have the following matricial characterization: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let f : Y + X and W c Y be as in Section 3.1. Then 
if there is a basis of X adapted to W c Y c X 
off in this basis has the form 
‘A: A’,’ 
0 A”2 
\B, B2, 
where Ai E M,y(C), s = dim W. 
Proof. Obviously, Definition 3.1 is the same as saying that there is a 
subspace r c X such that 
Y@Y=X, f(W)CW@F. 
Then, in any basis of X adapted to W c Y c X and also to r c X, the matrix 
off has the desired form. The converse is obvious. ??
3.4 
For a geometrical approach, we will consider the restriction of f to W, 
f:w+x, 
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as a linear map defined on a subspace, and, in an analogous way to (2.3), the 
chain of subspaces and linear maps 
w, = w, Wi =f”(Wi_,), i > 0, 
W h+ 1 = wh c wh_, c “. c w, c w c x, 
f,“:y + Iv_,, i > 0. 
Obviously, we have 
. . . C y, c Yi_l c ..’ c Y, c Y c x 
U 
.., C Wi c wy_l c a*’ c i, c U w c x 
3.5 
Then we have the following characterization: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let f : Y + X be a linear map defined on a subspace, 
and W c Y a subspace. Then, with the above notation, the following state- 
ments are equivalent: 
(i) W is f-invariant. 
(ii) W, = W 17 Y,. 
(iii) W, = Wi _ 1 fl Yi = W fl Yi for all i > 0. 
Proof. The equivalence (i) e (ii) is straightforward. And (iii) can be 
easily proved by induction: 
wi+l =f-‘(w,) =f-l(W n Y,) =f-'(w n Yi) n W 
=f-l(w) n Yi+l n w =f-l(w) n Yitl = W, n Y,,, 
= w n Y, n Y,+l = w n Yi+l. ??
3.6 
This geometric approach allows an alternative proof to theA relation in [3] 
between the Brunovsky invariants of f : Y + X and those of f : W + X. 
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PROPOSITION 3.3 [3]. Let f : Y + X be a linear map defined on a 
subspace, and W c Y an f-invariant subspace. We denote the Bmnovsky 
i%varjants off : Y + X, as in (2.4), and in an fnalogous way we denote by 
(k,,k,,...,k,)and~~I~,I *** I& thoseoff:W-+X.Then,wehave 
(i) 1 < tand CQI Gi I ai+t_l fori = 1,2,...,1; 
(ii) 9 < r and ki < ki for i = 1,2, . . . ,9. 
Conversely, given (I;,, . . . , ,C,) and b1 1 Sil I a*- I iii verifying (i) and (ii), 
there is an f-invariant subspace W c Y such that they are the Brunovsky 
invariants off : W + X. 
Proof. Obviously k > h, and the subspace W,, = W, c Y, is invariant 
under the endomorphism fk+ r : Yk + Y,. Then (i) is well known [l, p. 1491. 
To proof (ii), we consider theAconjugate partitions (rl, . . . , rk) and (ir, . . . , Fhh) 
of(k 1,. . ., k,) and (k,, . . . , kq) respectively (see Section 2.41, where 
ri = dim Y,_, - dim Y. I’ 
Fi = dimWi_, - dimW, 1. 
From (iii) of Proposition 3.2 we obtain r, > ii. That obviously implies k i > f i 
and r > 9. For the converse, it is sufficient to take as W the subspace 
spanned by a set of Brunovsky subchains having the desired length (see 
Section 3.2). ??
3.7 
As we have said in Section 3.2, we will see in the next section that the 
f-invariant subspace constructed in the converse of the above proof is in fact a 
so-called f-marked subspace. In Section 6.7, for f observable, we will 
d:terminF the number of “different” subspaces of this kind for each 
(k 1, . . . , k 4 > verifying relation (ii). 
4. MARKED SUBSPACES UNDER A LINEAR MAP DEFINED 
ON A SUBSPACE 
4.1 
In all this section, we assume f : Y + X, a linear map defined in a 
subspace, W c Y a f-invariant subspace, and f : W -+ X the restriction of f. 
We maintain the notation in Sections 2 and 3.4. 
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4.2 
Gohberg et al. [6] d f e me the marked invariant subspaces under an 
endomorphism by means of the following condition: there is a Jordan basis of 
the subspace which can be extended to a Jordan basis of the global space. In 
an analogous way, we define: 
DEFINITION 4.1. In the conditions of Section 4.1, we say that W is 
f-marked if there is a Brunovsky basis of f : W + X which can be extended 
to a Brunovksy basis of f : Y -+ X, or equivalently, if there is a Brunovsky 
basisoff:Y-tXadaptedtoW~Y~X. 
4.3 
In a similar way to Section 3.3, the following matricial characterization is 
immediate: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. With the above notation, W is f-marked if and only if 
there is a basis of X adapted to W c Y c X such that the matrix 
( 1 
t off in 
this basis has the form 
‘A: A;\ 
0 A; > where Ai E M,(C), s = dim W, 
\ *, *!2, 
and in addition: 
(i> t! 
( 1 
is a Brunovsky matrix. 
(ii) (i) is a Brunovsky matrix up to permutation; that is to say, there is 
a permutation matrix P E Gl(n, C) such that 
is a Brunovsky matrix. 
4.4. Example 
Let X = C4, (e,, e2, ea, e,) be a basis, Y = [e,, ea, ea], and f: Y -+ X be 
defined by 
f(eJ = 0, f(e2) = el + e3> f(e3) = e4* 
Then W = [e3] is f-’ Invariant, but it is not f-marked. 
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5. GEOMETRIC CHARACTERIZATION OF f-MARKED SUBSPACES 
5.1 
In [S] the authors characterize the f-marked subspaces for f : X + X an 
endomorphism. In fact, for f nilpotent, they prove that an invariant subspace 
W c X is marked if and only if 
Wnfd+‘(Kd +h+l) + w nfd(Kd+h-l) 
for all d, h, where K, = kerf’ = f-‘(O). 
Here, for f : Y + X a linear map defined on a subspace, we obtain a 
similar geometric characterization of the f-marked subspaces W c Y in 
terms of the subspaces Yi = f-‘<Y ) ( see Section 2.3) and Wi = f”(W) (see 
Section 3.4). It is proved in Sections 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let f : Y + X be a linear map defined on a subspace, and 
W c Y an f-invariant subspace. Then W isf-marked $and only i;f 
(i) W, is fk + ,-marked, 
(ii) [W n fj-‘(yj_,)] + Yj = (W + Yi) n [fj-‘CT_,) + Yil 
forall 1 <i <j <k. 
5.2. Remarks 
REMARK 1. Because fj-‘(T_,) c Yi_l and W n Yi_l = W,_, (see Sec- 
tion 3.5) we can replace W by Wi_ 1 in both members of (ii). Furthermore, 
the right inclusion in (ii) is always true. 
Hence, condition (ii) above is equivalent to 
(ii’) [W,_, nfj-i($_,)] + Yi 1 (Wi_l + Yi) n [fj-i($_l> + Y,l. 
REMARK 2. Notice that this inclusion (ii’) is always true for i = j, and for 
i > h. 
REMARK 3. X. Puerta has remarked that condition (ii) is equivalent to 
(ii”) W n [fj-i<ql) + Y,] = W n fj-i<q_l> + W n Yi, 
which is much more similar to the one for f a nilpotent endomorphism. 
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5.3. Proof of the Necessity 
(i) is obvious. 
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(ii): With the notation in Section 2.5, we have, for all 1 < i < j < k, 
fj-i(T_l) + yi = [fj-yr,) *fji(T)] + Yj =fj-‘(3) + yj 
(in fact, the last sum is a direct sum). The Brunovsky bases of f^: W + X are 
obtained in an analogous way to (2.5). In particular, for all 1 < i < k, 
wi_l + Yi = wi + Yi 
(here also, the last sum is a direct sum). 
Since W is f-marked, there exist Brunovsky bases of f : Y -+ X and 
fA: W + X such that 
wi = ri f-l w (1 Q i < k). 
Hence, for all 1 < i < j < k, 
[F +fii(E;i)] n Y, = 0. 
Therefore 
(q + y,) n [fji($) + Yi] = [q nfjpi(q)] + yi, 
and inclusion (ii’) in Section 5.2 follows immediately. 
5.4 
To prove the sufficiency, we will need the following lemma: 
LEMMA 5.1. In the conditions of Section 4.1, let 
w,i = twi-1 + 'i> n [f”(yj-1) + yi] , , 
J (w,_l + Yi) n [fj-i+l(yl) + yi] ’ ” “I ’ k* 
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Then 
(a) We have natural isomorphisms 
w,_, k 
-- @ Wji (l<i<k). 
Wi - j-i 
(b) For all 1 < i < j < k, the linear maps 
f-: Wji + wji- 1 
induced by f are injective. 
Proof. (a): The first isomorphism is obvious, bearing in mind the station- 
ary chain 
. . . = W, = . . . = w, c W&, c “. c w, c w. 
For the second one, we remark that, because W is f-invariant, we have (see 
Section 3.7) Wi = Wi_ 1 I-J Yi, so that 
wi-l wi-l Wipl + Y, - = 
wi wi_l”Yi= Y, . 
Now, we consider the finite chain 
Y, =f”+lei (Yk) + Y, C ... cfj-‘(%_l) + y, C ..’ C Y,_l + yi = yip,’ 
If we intersect each term with W, _ 1 + Yi, we have 
Yi c -+. c (wipl + yi) n [fj-i(y,_J + k;] c ... c w,_, + yi, 
and the desired isomorphism follows immediately. 
(b): Let x E fj+(Y. 1) + Yi, with fl?) = 0. Then there exists y E :I 
such that f(x) - fJ-i+d?y) E Y,_l. Hence x - fjpi”( y) E Y,, and X = 0. 
??
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5.5. Proof of the Sufficiency 
Firstly, because of condition (i) we can obtain a Jordan basis of Yk 
adapted to W,. Hence it is sufficient to construct a Brunovsky basis of a 
complementary subspace of W, to W which can be extended to a Brunovsky 
basis of a complementary subspace of Yk to Y. In order to do so, we can 
sketch the above lemma in the following diagram 
But now, if condition (ii) in Section 5.1 (or equivalently, condition (ii’) in 
Section 5.2) is verified, we have, for all 1 Q i <j < k 
w,i = [wi-l nfjpi(~-l>] + ‘i ~ W,_l fyi(rj_J 
J [w,_, nfj-i+l(T)] + Y, Wi_l nfjpi+l($) + Wi nfj-i(T_l) 
(the last step is a direct application of the general natural isomorphism 
F+G F 
-- F’+FfTG’ F’ + G 
where F’ c F). 
Thus, we can obtain an extendible Brunovsb basis of W by means of 
taking images and extending step by step (see Section 2.5), as we sketch in 
the following diagram: 
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That is to say, we take: 
forj = k,k - l,...,l: 6; c Wj_l n Yj_, such that its classes form a basis 
of wi’, 
for j = k, k - l,..., 2: Z?/-’ c y-2 nf(r,_l> such that the classes of 
f(@), 6;-’ form a basis of Wjj-‘, 
. . . 
n f”- ‘<Yj_ 1) such that the classes of 
k+l form a basis of WjPk+’ I . 
Obviously, the above sets iJf, 1 < i <j < k, and their images form a 
Brunovsky basis B of the complementary subspace @,!= ivj of W, to W 
where 
And this basis is extendible to a Brunovsky basis of a complementary 
subspace of Yk to Y because 
i; c wi_l nfj-“(ql), l<i<j<k. 
In fact, first we extend the chains in B^ to their maximal length, taking 
antiimages 
f’(i?i) ,..., fe(jei)(i$), 1 <i <j <k, 
where this doesn’t mean the set of antiimages of 6;, but a chain of antiimages 
of each vector in g,f. 
Finally, if we write 
forI<i<k,wehave 
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Therefore, we can construct rk, yk _J, . . . (see Section 2.5), such that yi 1 ?i. 
Thus, we have extended the basis B of $= 1 Fi to a Brunovsky basis of the 
complementary subspace @,!= 1 ri of Y, to Y, as we desired. 
6. CLASSIFICATION OF f-MARKED SUBSPACES 
6.1 
We consider the 
f-marked subspaces: 
DEFINITION 6.1. 
fined on a subspace, 
respectively. We say 
cp: X + X’ such that 
following natural equivalence relation between two 
Let f:Y-+X, f’:Y’ + X’ be two linear maps de- 
and W c Y, W’ c Y’ marked subspaces under them 
that they are equivalent if there is an isomorphism 
V(Y) = Y’, so(W) = W’, 
cpOf =f’o@, 
where @ is the restriction of q to Y. 
6.2 
In particular, f and f^ must be block-similar to f’ and f’ respectively. 
Obviously, we must suppose dim X = dim X’, dim Y = dim Y’, dim W = 
dim W’. From now on, these dimensions will be respectively n + m, n, 
and s. 
6.3 
The construction in Sections 5.4 and 5.5 suggests considering the invari- 
ants dim Wji: 
DEFINITION 6.2. Let f : Y + X be a linear map defined on a subspace, 
and W c Y an f-marked subspace. We consider the numerical invariants 
wi = dim(W + Y,) 17 [f’-i(T_i) + Yi] 
- dim(W + Yi) n [fji+i($) + Yi] 
for 1 < i Q j < k. For convenience, we define wj = 0 if 1 < j < i. 
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6.4 
From (a) in Lemma 5.1 it is obvious that ?i = dim Wi _ 1 - dim Wi = w: 
+ 
(? 
-** +wL (1 < i < k), and we recall that the conjugate partition of 
i,“‘, tk) gives the Kronecker indices of f : W + X. 
6.5 
Then we have the following classification result. 
THEOREM 6.1. Letf:Y-,X,f’:Y’ + X’ be two linear maps defined 
on a subspace, and W c Y, W’ c Y’ marked subspaces under them respec- 
tively. Then they are equivalent if and only if: 
(i) f andf’ are block-similar. 
(ii) W, and WL are equivalent as marked subspaces under the endomor- 
phisms fk + 1 and f; + 1, respectively. 
(iii) w~=w~‘foralll<i<j<k. 
Proof. The three conditions are obviously necessary. For the sufficiency, 
we will consider the construction of extendible Brunovsky bases in Section 
5.5, to show that a bijection between Brunovsky bases of X and X’, adapted 
to W c Y c X and W’ c Y’ C X’ respectively, and commuting with f and 
f’. is possible. Because of condition (ii), this is trivial for the Jordan bases of 
Yk and Yi., Moreover, condition (iii) implies that the yumbers of vectors in 
the sets B1!, which generate the Brunovslo/ chains for f, are the same as the 
numbers of the analogous ones for f’; then, if we take bijections gJf -+ $i, 
1 Q i Q j < k, and we extend these bije?tions naturally to the corresponding 
generated chains, we obtain a bijection B + I? which commutes with f and 
f’. Now, we extend the bijection to the antiimages f-‘(G!), so that we have 
isomorphisms qi + fir, 1 < i < k, always commuting wit h - - f and f’. Finally, 
condition (i) ensures that xi, Y,‘_can be chosen so that the above isomor- 
phisms can be extended to Yi + Yi’, 1 G i < k, commuting with f and f’. ??
6.6 
We remark that [5] gi ves conditions for (ii) above to be verified. 
6.7 
As an application, we can determine how many nonequivalent marked 
subspaces verify the converse in Proposition 3.3 for f observable. 
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PROPOSITION 6.1. Leaf : Y + X be an observable linear map defined on 
a subspace, with Kronecker indices k, > *** 2 k,. Then there are as many 
(up to equivalence) f-marked subspaces W c Y as collections of integers 
Cm 1>“‘, m,> verifying the following conditions: 
(i) ki > mi > 0; 
(ii) m, > mi+l f h d or t e in ices 1 Q i < r such that ki = ki+ ,. 
In particular, given f , > *.* A > k, with fi < ki (1 < i < r), there are as 
many (up to equivalence) f-marked subspaces W c Y with Kronecker indices 
<ii,. . . , i,.) as permutations Cm,, . . . , m,) of them verifying (i) and (ii). 
Proof. In Theorem 6.1 we saw that an f-marked subspace is character- 
ized up to equivalence by the numbers wi, 1 Q i < j < k. These numbers 
must verify 
(a) wi > w,!+l > 0, 
‘1 (b) wj < 1; - r. ‘+I’ 
and conversely, it is obvious that for every family of numbers wi, I < i <j < 
k, verifying (a) and (b) there exists an f-marked subspace w fi ich has these 
invariants. Therefore, we have proved that there is a bijection between the 
sets of numbers {wj) verifying conditions (a)-(b) and the equivalence classes 
of f-marked subspaces. 
To conclude, we will prove that there exists a bijection between the 
collections of numbers {wj} verifying (a)-(b) and those of numbers {m,} 
verifying conditions (i)-(u) in the proposition. 
Given {w~liGisiG~ 
m, = cardiGIGj 
with conditions (a)-(b), if I;+ 1 < i < rj, we define 
(~~:wj>i-r~+~ }, 
m,., is the conjugated partition of w; 
and if wj’ > 0, then m,,+ ,+ 1 2 0.. > 
2 *** > w/ filled by zeros if w: < rj 
- ‘j+ 1’ 
Let us see that this collection verifies conditions (i>-(u) in the proposition. 
(i): If rj+ 1 < i < rj, then obviously m, <j. But, because of the relation 
between k-numbers and r-numbers, we have k,,+,+l = .a. = k, = j. 
(ii): If ki = ki+l, there exists j (1 <j < k) such that rj+l < z < i + 1 < 
rj, and then m, > mi+l. 
Conversely, let be a collection of m, verifying (i)-(ii). Then we define 
Wji > ‘** > w/ as the conjugate partition of mrl+,+ 1 > **- > m,, if rj+ 1 < 
rj, and conditions (a) and (b) are obvious. 
J 
??
Finally, ,we remark that the numbers {mi} are the lengths of the E$unovsky 
chains of f : W + X. Hence, they are their Kronecker indices {ki} up to 
permutation. 
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